
 

September 5, 2023 

Re: Submission to DOJ-FTC Draft Merger Guidelines Request for Comment 

To: The Department of Justice and The Federal Trade Commission, 

On July 19, 2023, the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade 

Commission jointly released a new draft of the merger guidelines. In this letter, we attach 

an academic article coauthored by one of the submitters1 and explain how it can guide 

merger enforcement under Guideline 11.2 This guideline aims to determine whether a 

merger between competing employers lessens competition for labor, resulting in lower 

wages and other harms to workers.3 The article proposes an econometric methodology that 

can aid the agencies in making this determination. 

 

We highlight five ways in which the article is relevant to the application of Guideline 11. 

 

1. Providing a direct measure of labor market power: The methodology developed 

in the article estimates the markdown of the unit wage relative to the marginal 

revenue from employing an additional unit of labor. The markdown is a direct 

measure of labor market power (also known as monopsony power). If an employer 

has labor market power, then the markdown is less than one. That is, a worker earns 

less than $1 in wages for every $1 in revenue that the worker generates for the 

employer. Since workers cannot costlessly substitute between different employers, 

a markdown below one is to be expected in most industries. 

 

2. Clarifying the relationship between the elasticity of labor supply and labor 

market power: Much of the existing literature on monopsony power estimates the 

elasticity of labor supply with respect to the wage to gauge the extent of monopsony 

power.4 The labor supply elasticity measures the responsiveness of workers to 

outside job opportunities when wages change. As such, this elasticity captures the 

substitution patterns of workers, but does not directly measure the labor market 

power of employers. The article characterizes the mapping between the labor 

 
1 Arshia Hashemi, Ivan Kirov, and James Traina, “The Production Approach to Markup Estimation Often 

Measures Input Distortions,” Economics Letters, 217, 2022, 110673. 
2 U.S. Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission, Draft Merger Guidelines, July 18, 2023, at p. 

4, available at https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/ftc_gov/pdf/p859910draftmergerguidelines2023.pdf 

(“Guideline 11: When a Merger Involves Competing Buyers, the Agencies Examine Whether It May 

Substantially Lessen Competition for Workers or Other Sellers.”). 
3 U.S. Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission, Draft Merger Guidelines, July 18, 2023, at p. 

4, available at https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/ftc_gov/pdf/p859910draftmergerguidelines2023.pdf (“The 

Agencies therefore apply these Guidelines to assess whether a merger between buyers, including 

employers, may substantially lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly.”). 
4 The Nobel prize winning economist David Card provides a review of this literature in David Card, “Who 

Set Your Wage?”, American Economic Review, 112(4), 2022, pp. 1075-1090. 

https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/ftc_gov/pdf/p859910draftmergerguidelines2023.pdf
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/ftc_gov/pdf/p859910draftmergerguidelines2023.pdf
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supply elasticity and the markdown, highlighting that the markdown is the object 

of interest for determining labor market power. 

 

3. Measuring pre-merger labor market power and enabling an evaluation of the 

effects of prior mergers on labor market power: By estimating the markdowns 

of each merging party prior to a prospective merger, the agencies obtain a measure 

of pre-merger labor market power. Moreover, if a similar merger has occurred in 

the past, then the agencies can estimate the change in markdowns to determine the 

marginal effect of the merger on labor market power. As with other forms of ex-

post merger evaluations, these comparisons can inform the assessment of the likely 

competitive effects of a proposed merger. 

 

4. Constituting part of a holistic assessment of competitive effects: Coupling the 

methodology with human resources (HR) data on job applications and job offers 

can present a fuller assessment of the degree of labor market competition between 

merging parties. For example, if the estimated pre-merger markdowns of each party 

are well below one, and the HR data reveal the two parties compete over the same 

set of workers, then a merger between the two parties may be more likely to further 

their labor market power, everything else equal. 

 

5. Avoiding overreliance on labor market definition and concentration: Unlike 

measures of labor market concentration, the methodology measures labor market 

power without relying on a labor market definition. This is a strength because 

defining a labor market can be challenging, not least because doing so may require 

looking beyond wages and accounting for other dimensions of the employer-worker 

relationship.5 Furthermore, it is not necessarily the case that employers in more 

concentrated labor market have more labor market power.6  

We hope the article will serve the agencies in merger enforcement under Guideline 11. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions. 

 

 
5 Kavan Kucko, Justin McCrary, Bryan Ricchetti, and Rainer Schwabe, “A Comment on Labor Market 

Definition,” April 21, 2022, available at https://www.regulations.gov/comment/FTC-2022-0003-1089; 

Justin McCrary and Bryan Ricchetti, “Accounting for the Employee-Employer Relationship in Antitrust 

Analysis,” Antitrust Magazine Online, June 30, 2023. 
6 Steven Berry, Martin Gaynor, and Fiona Scott Morton, “Do Increasing Markups Matter? Lessons from 

Empirical Industrial Organization,” Journal of Economic Perspectives, 33(3), 2019, pp. 44-68. See also, 

Elena Prager and Matt Schmitt, “Employer Consolidation and Wages: Evidence from Hospitals,” American 

Economic Review, 111(2), 2021, pp. 397-427. Prager and Schmitt (2021) find a negative relationship 

between wages and hospital mergers only for mergers that induce a very large increase in labor market 

concentration (an increase in HHI by ~2,750 or more). When all mergers are considered irrespective of 

size, the authors find a null relationship between wages and hospital mergers. This null result could be due 

to a coarse definition of the labor market (hospitals in a commuting zone) and the result could be different 

if one were to instead use a direct measure of labor market power such as the markdowns proposed in this 

letter.  

https://www.regulations.gov/comment/FTC-2022-0003-1089
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Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Arshia Hashemi 

Economics PhD Candidate, The University of Chicago Booth School of Business 

 

 

 

 

Rainer Schwabe 

Principal, Cornerstone Research 
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The production approach recovers markups using the output elasticity for a variable and undistorted
input. We show using the revenue elasticity for a variable input recovers that input’s wedge. Our result
has two implications. First, in the canonical setting with CES demand and monopolistic competition,
past research using the production approach with revenue data should be recast as evidence of input,
rather than output, distortions. Second, future research can use the production approach with revenue
data to study input distortions, provided researchers can measure inputs in physical units. A promising
application pertains to labor market distortions.
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1. Introduction

The production approach to markup estimation is widely used
o study output market power. Without requiring a stand on the
arket structure or demand system, it characterizes markups

n a variety of economic models, including those of superstar
irms (Autor et al., 2020), trade liberalization (Edmond et al.,
015), production networks (Baqaee and Farhi, 2019), and en-
ogenous growth (Peters, 2020).
Pioneered by Hall (1988) and De Loecker and Warzynski

2012), the production approach recovers firm i’s markup µi using
he ratio estimand given by the right-hand side of Eq. (1).

i =
Li
Qi

∂Qi

∂Li

(
WiLi
Ri

)−1

(1)

This estimand is the ratio of the output elasticity for a variable
and undistorted input Li, measured in physical units with input

✩ We are grateful to an anonymous referee, the editor Joe Harrington, and
to Mark Bils, David Finer, Basile Grassi, Lars Hansen, Ali Hortaçsu, Erik Hurst,
Matthias Kehrig, Brent Neiman, Chad Syverson, and Luigi Zingales for helpful
comments and suggestions. This research did not receive any specific grant from
funding agencies in the public, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: arshiahashemi@uchicago.edu (A. Hashemi),

van.kirov@analysisgroup.com (I. Kirov), traina@uchicago.edu (J. Traina).
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.econlet.2022.110673
165-1765/© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
price Wi, to that input’s expenditure share of revenue Ri := PiQi,
where Pi and Qi denote output price and quantity.

The output elasticity (Li/Qi) ∂Qi/∂Li measures the percent in-
rease in output quantity Qi to a one percent increase in input
uantity Li. To estimate the output elasticity, one requires micro
ata on output and input quantities. But most production datasets
nly contain information on firm revenues, rather than separating
utput prices and quantities. This data constraint motivates the
tudy of revenue elasticities. The revenue elasticity (Li/Ri) ∂Ri/∂Li
measures the percent increase in revenue Ri to a one percent
ncrease in input quantity Li.

Building on Klette and Griliches (1996), Bond et al. (2021)
show profit maximization implies the ratio estimand using the
revenue elasticity for a variable and undistorted input is identi-
cally equal to one, and hence does not recover the markup.

1 =
Li
Ri

∂Ri

∂Li

(
WiLi
Ri

)−1

(2)

Eq. (2) begs the question: How should we interpret the ratio
estimand using the revenue elasticity when it differs from one?
Our key result in Eq. (3) provides an answer by showing the
ratio estimand using the revenue elasticity for a variable input
Li recovers that input’s wedge τi ≥ 0.

1 + τi =
Li ∂Ri

(
WiLi

)−1

(3)

Ri ∂Li Ri

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.econlet.2022.110673
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ecolet
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ecolet
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.econlet.2022.110673&domain=pdf
mailto:arshiahashemi@uchicago.edu
mailto:ivan.kirov@analysisgroup.com
mailto:traina@uchicago.edu
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.econlet.2022.110673
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f the input Li is undistorted (τi = 0), then our result collapses
o Eq. (2).

Our result has two important implications. The first concerns
ast research. When constrained to revenue data, researchers
ypically proxy for physical output using revenue deflated with
n industry price index. This practice recovers output elastic-
ties only under two special cases: perfect competition or no
irm heterogeneity in output prices. Meanwhile, in the canonical
etting with CES demand and monopolistic competition (Dixit
nd Stiglitz, 1977; Krugman, 1979; Melitz, 2003), we show that
nly revenue elasticities can be recovered from revenue data.
ollowing Eq. (3), we can reinterpret the resulting ratio estimand
s evidence of input, rather than output, distortions.
The second implication concerns future research. We show

esearchers can use the production approach to study input dis-
ortions even when constrained to revenue data, provided they
an measure inputs in physical units. This provision, either by
irect observation or structural modeling, is essential because
here is a symmetric omitted input price issue (see De Loecker
nd Goldberg, 2014; Grieco et al., 2016). An important application
ertains to labor market distortions, as most production datasets
rovide information on labor quantities.

. Recovering firm wedges using production elasticities

In this section, we assume knowledge of output and revenue
lasticities. In Section 4, we discuss the identification of the
evenue elasticities required to recover input wedges.

.1. Recovering markups and input wedges using output elasticities

Firm i produces gross output Qi using two variable inputs:
abor Li and materials Mi. We assume Li is distorted, whereas
i is not. The production technology Qi = Qi (Li,Mi) is twice
ontinuously differentiable and strictly increasing and strictly
oncave in both arguments. The output elasticities are

θL,i :=
Li
Qi

∂Qi (·)

∂Li
,

M,i :=
Mi

Qi

∂Qi (·)

∂Mi
.

Let τi denote the reduced form labor wedge, which can reflect
several underlying distortions.1 Let Wi and Vi denote the unit
input prices of Li and Mi, respectively. Taking {Qi, τi,Wi, Vi} as
given, firm i chooses {Li,Mi} to minimize its total variable cost,
subject to its technology constraint (with Lagrange multiplier λi).

Ci (Qi; τi,Wi, Vi) := min
Li,Mi

{(1 + τi)WiLi + ViMi}

s.t. Qi = Qi (Li,Mi)

By the envelope theorem, λi is equal to marginal cost ∂Ci (·) /∂Qi.
We define the firm’s markup µi as the ratio of the output price
Pi to marginal cost λi.

As shown by Hall (1988) and De Loecker and Warzynski
(2012), the first-order condition with respect to the undistorted
input Mi recovers the markup from the ratio of the output
elasticity θM,i to the expenditure share αM,i := ViMi/Ri.
θM,i

αM,i
= µi (4)

Meanwhile, the first-order condition with respect to the distorted
input Li yields
θL,i

αL,i
= µi (1 + τi) (5)

where αL,i := WiLi/Ri is the expenditure share of Li.

1 We provide a particular microfoundation based on labor market power in
ppendix A.1.
 S

2

The ratio estimand (5) confounds the markup µi with the
nput wedge τL,i. There are at least two approaches to iden-
ify markups and input wedges separately. First, one can
mpose structure on input or output markets and introduce non-
roduction data to estimate this structural model. Rubens (2021)
ursues this strategy by using a discrete choice model of input
upply. The drawback of this first approach is that additional
tructure and data limit focus to particular economic settings.
The second approach uses the ‘‘double-ratio estimand’’

Dobbelaere and Mairesse, 2013; Morlacco, 2020).

θL,i

αL,i

(
θM,i

αM,i

)−1

= 1 + τi (6)

Intuitively, both the markup µi and the input wedge τi depress
emand for inputs. Markups lower input demand in proportion
o output elasticities. The input wedge τi additionally lowers the
emand for the distorted input Li. The double ratio estimand
6) nets out the common decrease in demand from the markup,
ecovering the input wedge. However, the drawback of this sec-
nd approach is that knowledge of output elasticities

(
θL,i, θM,i

)
s required. It is challenging to identify output elasticities when
evenue is the measure of output.2 For this reason, we propose
n alternative method for recovering input wedges that does not
equire knowledge of output elasticities.

.2. Recovering input wedges using revenue elasticities

Let Ri (Li,Mi) denote firm i’s reduced form revenue function.3
he revenue elasticities are

γL,i :=
Li
Ri

∂Ri (·)

∂Li
=

θL,i

µi
,

γM,i :=
Mi

Ri

∂Ri (·)

∂Mi
=

θM,i

µi
.

With output market power (µi > 1), each revenue elasticity
is strictly less than the corresponding output elasticity. Taking
{τi,Wi, Vi} as given, the firm’s static profit maximization problem
is

Πi (τi,Wi, Vi) := max
Li,Mi

{Ri (Li,Mi) − (1 + τi)WiLi − ViMi} .

The first-order conditions imply
γM,i

αM,i
= 1, (7)

γL,i

αL,i
= 1 + τi . (8)

As shown by Bond et al. (2021), the ratio estimand (7) using the
revenue elasticity γM,i of the undistorted input Mi is identically
equal to one, for all values of the true underlying µi. Our new
result in Eq. (8) shows the ratio estimand using the revenue
elasticity γL,i of the distorted input Li recovers that input’s wedge.

If researchers wish to recover input wedges, but are con-
strained to only knowing revenue elasticities, rather than out-
put elasticities, then the ratio estimand (8) presents a feasible
alternative to the double ratio estimand (6).

2 See Klette and Griliches (1996), Bond et al. (2021), Kirov and Traina (2021).
3 The revenue function Ri (Li,Mi) implicitly depends on the underlying
roduction technology, demand system, and market structure. Our method for
ecovering the firm’s input wedges using the revenue elasticity does not depend
n these primitives. However, the identification of revenue elasticities from
roduction data requires taking a stand on these primitives, as we detail in
ection 4.
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. Reinterpreting past findings

We discuss limitations applying to past research attempting to
dentify output elasticities from revenue data.

.1. Difficulties in recovering output elasticities from revenue data

Let t index time periods. Without loss of generality, suppose
he production technology is Cobb–Douglas, with a Hicks-neutral
roductivity shock ωit .4

it = exp (ωit) L
θL
it M

θM
it , θL, θM ∈ (0, 1) (9)

When revenue Rit is the measure of physical output, researchers
typically use an industry price index Pt to recover deflated rev-
enue R̄it := Rit/Pt . Given the Cobb–Douglas technology (9), the
estimating revenue-production function is

r̄it = x′

itθ + ωit + (pit − pt)

where lower-case variables denote logarithms of the variables
in levels, xit := (lit ,mit)

′, and the output elasticity vector θ :=

(θL, θM)′ is the parameter of interest. Given panel data
{r̄it , xit}

N,T
i=1,t=1, Klette and Griliches (1996) show the OLS estimator

of θ is inconsistent due to two sources of bias: (i) the transmission
bias arising from unobserved productivity ωit and (ii) the omitted
price bias arising from unobserved output prices pit .

θ̂OLS :=

(
1
NT

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

xitx′

it

)−1 (
1
NT

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

xit r̄it

)
p

→ θ + E
[
xitx′

it

]−1 E [xitωit ]  
Transmission Bias

+E
[
xitx′

it

]−1 E [xit (pit − pt)]  
Omitted Price Bias

e abstract from the transmission bias and focus on the omitted
rice bias term. The OLS estimator is consistent if one of either
wo conditions is true.

1. Perfect competition: This ensures firms can influence nei-
ther their own price pit nor the price index pt , so that
E [xit (pit − pt)] = 0.

2. No firm heterogeneity in output prices: This ensures pit =

pt , ∀i such that pt fully controls for pit .

CES demand and monopolistic competition. Meanwhile, suppose
competition is monopolistic with CES demand, as in canonical
models of international trade (Krugman, 1979; Melitz, 2003). The
isoelastic inverse demand function is

Pit = exp (ξit)Q
−

1
η

it , η > 1 (10)

where ξit denotes an idiosyncratic demand shock.
With Cobb–Douglas technology (9) and CES demand (10), the

resulting revenue function is log-linear in input quantities.

rit = γLlit + γMmit + µ−1ωit + ξit (11)

The constant revenue elasticities are γL = θL/µ and γM =

θM/µ, where µ := η/ (η − 1) denotes the constant markup.
Given a suitable strategy to account for unobserved productivity
and demand shocks (ωit , ξit), the regression Eq. (11) identifies
evenue elasticities (γL, γM) instead of output elasticities (θL, θM).
Given our key result (3), we can reinterpret the resulting ratio
estimand as recovering input wedges, instead of the markup.

4 We do not impose the constant returns to scale restriction θ + θ = 1.
L M

3

roxy methods. Most researchers implementing the production
pproach with revenue data rely on the two-stage proxy method
f Ackerberg et al. (2015) (henceforth ACF). For example, De
oecker and Warzynski (2012) follow ACF in estimating a value-
dded production function in labor and capital, using the input
emand equation for materials to obtain a control function for
roductivity.
We show the ACF control function approach does not correct

or the omitted price bias if it exists. To see why, ACF emphasize
hat the microfoundation for a value added production function
s that gross output Qit is a Leontief function of value added Yit
nd materials Mit . For simplicity, suppose value-added is a Cobb–
ouglas function: Yit = exp (ωit) L

θL
it K

θK
it . Then, the gross output

function is

Qit = min
{
exp (ωit) L

θL
it K

θK
it , θMMit

}
.

Cost-minimization implies the proportion of materials to value-
added output is fixed, yielding the input demand equation for Mit .

exp (ωit) L
θL
it K

θK
it = θMMit (12)

Conditional on (Lit , Kit), Eq. (12) makes explicit that the proxy
variable Mit is only informative about ωit and not informative
about pit . In other words, the resulting control function for ωit
does not correct for the omitted price bias if it exists.

3.2. Reinterpreting two past findings

De Loecker and Warzynski (2012). De Loecker and Warzynski
(2012) (henceforth DLW) study the relationship between
markups and export status, finding exporting firms charge higher
markups on average than domestic producers. In using deflated
revenue as their measure of output, DLW are subject to the
limitations outlined in Section 3.1. To the extent that these limita-
tions apply, we reinterpret DLW’s findings as evidence that labor
wedges are higher for exporting firms than domestic producers.
Our reinterpretation is consistent with Helpman et al. (2010),
who introduce search and matching frictions into the Melitz
(2003) framework with heterogeneous firms and predict strictly
greater wage inequality in the open economy when only some
firms export than in the closed economy.

Raval (2020). Raval (2020) finds the markup distribution is sig-
nificantly more dispersed when using labor instead of materials
as the flexible input. In using deflated revenue as his measure
of output, Raval is also subject to the limitations outlined in
Section 3.1. To the extent that these limitations apply, we rein-
terpret his finding as evidence of greater dispersion in the labor
wedge than in the materials wedge. Our reinterpretation is con-
sistent with Asker et al. (2014), who find empirically that dis-
persion in the marginal revenue product of dynamically variable
inputs, such as labor, is greater than that of non-dynamically
variable inputs, such as materials.

4. Directions for future research

In closing, we provide direction for identifying revenue elas-
ticities in the special case with a Cobb–Douglas technology and
CES demand.

Data. We require data on input quantities for labor lit (e.g. em-
ployment or hours worked) and materials mit (e.g. kilowatt of
energy). We also require data on revenue r̃it := rit + εit , which
is measured with an error εit that is mean zero, independent
across (i, t), and uncorrelated with (lit ,mit , wit , vit).5 Our sample
is S =

{
r̃it , lit ,mit

}N,T
i=1,t=1, where N is large and T is small.

5 Note that we do not require deflated revenue.
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dentification. Given a Cobb–Douglas technology (9) and CES de-
and (10), the estimating regression equation is

ĩt = γLlit + γMmit + uit (13)

here uit :=
(
µ−1ωit + ξit + εit

)
is the composite error term. We

dentify the revenue elasticity vector γ := (γL, γM)′ using the
ynamic panel method of Blundell and Bond (2000).
We show in Appendix A.2 that the firm’s optimal input de-

and functions are

lit = lnCL +

(
1

µ − θL − θM

)
[ωit + µξit − θMvit ]

−

(
θM

θL + θM
+

θL

θL + θM

µ

µ − θL − θM

)
[ln (1 + τit) + wit ] , (14)

it = lnCM +

(
1

µ − θL − θM

)
[ωit + µξit − θL [ln (1 + τit) + wit ]]

−

(
θL

θL + θM
+

θM

θL + θM

µ

µ − θL − θM

)
vit , (15)

here {CL, CM} are constants.
There is an endogeneity bias in the OLS estimation of (13).

ptimizing behavior in (14) and (15) implies (lit ,mit) depend on
nobserved productivity and demand shocks (ωit , ξit), so (lit ,mit)

are endogenous. Suppose (ωit , ξit) are serially uncorrelated over
ime and there is persistent variation across firms in (τit , wit , vit).
Then, γ is identified from the moment condition of Blundell and
Bond (2000).

E
[(

r̃it − γLlit − γMmit
) ( li,t−1

mi,t−1

)]
= 0 (16)

Intuitively, persistent variation across firms in (τit , wit , vit)
ensures the instruments

(
li,t−1,mi,t−1

)
are correlated with the

endogenous variables (lit ,mit), thereby satisfying the rank
condition. The role of the labor wedge τit in providing iden-
tifying variation is analogous to that of adjustment costs in
Bond and Söderbom (2005). Moreover, since (ωit , ξit) are seri-
ally uncorrelated,

(
li,t−1,mi,t−1

)
are also orthogonal to (ωit , ξit),

thereby satisfying the exclusion restriction. The moment condi-
tions (16) extend to cases in which (ωit , ξit) follow low order
ARMA processes (see Bond et al., 2021).

5. Conclusion

We show the ratio estimand using the revenue elasticity for
a variable input recovers that input’s wedge. Under CES demand
and monopolistic competition, our result warrants reinterpreting
past findings using revenue data as evidence of input, rather than
output, distortions. Our result also presents scope for studying
input distortions in the absence of output price data, provided
researchers can measure inputs in physical units.

Appendix

A.1. Microfoundations for the input wedge

We provide a microfoundation for the labor wedge based
on labor market power, under which firm i can influence its
wage schedule Wi (Li). Abstracting from materials Mi, the profit
maximization problem is

max
Li

{Ri (Li) − Wi (Li) Li} .

he first-order condition is
∂Ri

= (1 + νi)Wi (Li)

∂Li

4

where the perceived inverse elasticity of labor supply is

νi :=
W ′

i (Li) Li
Wi (Li)

≥ 0.

The markdown of the wage relative to the marginal revenue
product of labor is

Wi (Li)
(

∂Ri

∂Li

)−1

= (1 + νi)
−1

≤ 1.

The inequality is strict if the firm has labor market power, i.e.
νi > 0. The ratio estimand using the revenue elasticity of labor
recovers this markdown.
γLi

αL,i
= 1 + νi ≥ 1

Input market power is just one of many possible microfoun-
dations for input distortions. Others include adjustment costs,
financial frictions, and inputs used to influence the demand sys-
tem. Importantly, multiple underlying distortions map into the
same input wedge (Chari et al., 2007). Thus, our method re-
covers the overall input wedge induced by multiple underlying
distortions, rather than separately recovering each one.

Indeed, suppose labor Li is subject to both input market power
nd a convex adjustment cost function Ψi (Li), which satisfies
i
(
L̄
)

= 0 and Ψ ′

i

(
L̄
)

= 0 for some baseline quantity L̄. The two
elevant labor distortion elasticities are

νi :=
W ′

i (Li) Li
Wi (Li)

≥ 0,

i :=
Ψ ′ (Li) Li
Ψ (Li)

− 1 ≥ 0 .

In the absence of labor distortions, we have νi = κi = 0. The
profit maximization problem is

max
Li

{Ri (Li) − Wi (Li) Li − Ψi (Li)} .

he first-order condition implies the ratio estimand using the
evenue elasticity of labor recovers a cost weighted average of
he structural elasticities (νi, κi)

γLi

αL,i
= 1 +

Wi (Li) Li
Ci (Li)

νi +
Ψi (Li)
Ci (Li)

κi

where total cost is Ci (Li) := (Wi (Li) Li + Ψi (Li)). We encourage
esearchers to rely on the institutional details of their application
o justify which underlying input distortion is most significant.

.2. Optimal input demand functions

ost minimization. Taking {Qit , ωit , τit ,Wit , Vit} as given, the firm
hooses {Lit ,Mit} to minimize total variable cost, subject to the
echnology constraint (9) (with Lagrange multiplier λit ).

(Qit; ωit , τit ,Wit , Vit) := min
Lit ,Mit

{(1 + τit)WitLit + VitMit}

s.t. Qit = exp (ωit) L
θL
it M

θM
it

The first-order conditions are

(1 + τit)Wit = θLλitexp (ωit) L
θL−1
it MθM

it ,

Vit = θMλitexp (ωit) L
θL
it M

θM−1
it .

Combining the first-order conditions with Eq. (9) yields the opti-
mal input demand functions, for any given Qit .

Lit =

[(
θL

θ

)θM

exp (−ωit) ((1 + τit)Wit)
−θM V θM

it

] 1
θL+θM

Q
1

θL+θM
it ,(17)
M
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K
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it =

[(
θM

θL

)θL

exp (−ωit) ((1 + τit)Wit)
θL V−θL

it

] 1
θL+θM

Q
1

θL+θM
it , (18)

hus, the firm’s minimized total variable cost function is

C (Qit; ωit , τit ,Wit , Vit)

=
(
1 + τL,it

)
WitLit + VitMit

= A
(
exp (−ωit) ((1 + τit)Wit)

θL V θM
it

) 1
θL+θM Q

1
θL+θM
it

here A :=

[(
θL
θM

) θM
θL+θM +

(
θM
θL

) θL
θL+θM

]
is a constant.

rofit maximization. Taking its cost function C (Qit; ωit , τit ,Wit , Vit
s given, the firm chooses Qit to maximize its profits, subject to
he demand system constraint (10).

(ωit , ξit , τit ,Wit , Vit) := max
Qit

{PitQit − C (Qit; ωit , τit ,Wit , Vit)}

s.t. Pit = exp (ξit)Q
−

1
η

it

he first-order condition yields
1

θL+θM
it

=

[
Bexp (ωit)

1
θL+θM exp (ξit)

(
((1 + τit)Wit)

θL V θM
it

)−
1

θL+θM

] µ
µ−θL−θM

(19)

here B := µ−1 (θL + θM) A−1 is a constant. We use Eq. (19) to

substitute for Q
1

θL+θM
it in Eqs. (17) and (18) to derive the optimal

input demand functions

Lit = CL

[
exp (ωit) exp (ξit)

µ V−θM
it

] 1
µ−θL−θM

×

[(1 + τit)Wit ]
−

(
θM

θL+θM
+

θL
θL+θM

µ
µ−θL−θM

)
,

it = CM
[
exp (ωit) exp (ξit)

µ ((1 + τit)Wit)
−θL
] 1

µ−θL−θM ×

V
−

(
θL

θL+θM
+

θM
θL+θM

µ
µ−θL−θM

)
it ,

here CL :=
(

θL
θM

) θM
θL+θM B

µ
µ−θL−θM and CM :=

(
θM
θL

) θL
θL+θM B

µ
µ−θL−θM are

onstants.
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